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Bad Uncle-Jordan Silver 2017-03-26 When Mark left the home of his adoptive parents seventeen years ago, he
swore to himself that he wouldn't be back until he could get his revenge.Now eighteen years later he'd moved on
and built a life for himself, leaving the past behind. That is until his adoptive brother's daughter searched him out.
The brother who'd made his life a living hell. Now he's back in his hometown at the request of his 'niece' and his
revenge just might take another form.
Daddy's Best Friend-Olivia T. Turner 2019-03-22 My Dad always thought of him as family. Would it be so bad if I
made it official?I'm in love with my Father's Best Friend.But as a nineteen-year-old virgin, I'm just a kid in his
eyes.At least that's what I thought...When I get into some serious trouble, he's the only one I can call.Logan saves
me.He's all that I ever wanted but this older man who I lust for has a secret.He's Over The Top obsessed with
me.But I have a secret too...I'm pregnant with his child.You down with OTT? This is an Olivia T. Turner book,
which means it features a possessive and totally obsessed Over The Top male who isn't afraid to take what he
wants! If you like your book boyfriends sweet and cuddly than shut the computer off and walk away. If you like
your heroes, rough, dirty and possessive to the extreme, come on in and have some fun...
Nicolas-P T Macias 2019-12-25 He's her dark dream, she's hope, together, they're magical. Nicolas The Hades
Bastards MC is all I need. This Christmas I'm celebrating big! I have it all! Power, respect, and family. My mc
brothers have my back. My mother, a whore, overdosed a decade ago. Hell, I never met my sperm donor. All I
know is pain and blood. The club whores fill my needs. I don't have an old lady, nor do I need one. On the run, a
girl falls into me. She's the club's daughter. She's beautiful and broken. She blows my mind. She exposes
something in me; I didn't know I had. Will I ruin her if I make her mine? Then maybe, I'll keep her. She's my
fucking Christmas gift. * * * Cassandra To my father, I'm an asset. Raised without love. I live in the dark. I'm
lonely, scared, and broken. Nicolas, the Hade's Bastards outlaw biker, he's my crush. I see the good in his soul.
The Hades Bastards MC works with my father. I'm not sure that's good. I see him once a week. I dream of his
kisses every night. Finally, he sees me. He invites me to the MC's Christmas party. I believed that only the club
whores are allowed in. Should I go? Will Santa check my list? Will he give me what I want?HEA . . . Dark Alphas
MC Romance, no cliff hangers.
Sweet Thing-Ja Huss 2019-04-22 SWEET THING is a full-length standalone older-man-very-young-woman sexy
romance filled with forbidden lust, too many 'first times' to count, inappropriate touching in public, and an angsty,
but perfect, HEA.
Passion and Ink-Naima Simone 2019-02-18 Blackballed from my job. Moved back to my hometown with my tail
between my legs and family issues crushing my back. Slinging drinks in a dive bar. Yes, the past year has been
hell. So when a man who’s temptation wrapped in golden skin and sin offers me one night of no-holds barred,
dirty sex, I’m all in. I deserve it. But now those few unforgettable hours have me facing blackmail from my own
father: He'll pay for my mom's medical bills, but only if I never again touch the man who has quickly become my
obsession. Because the man? My obsession? He’s my stepbrother. Each book in the Sweetest Taboo series is
STANDALONE: * Sin and Ink by Naima Simone * Passion and Ink by Naima Simone * The Scandalous Diary of Lily
Layton by Stacy Reid
Crashed Out-Tessa Bailey 2015-12-07 Jasmine Taveras is the reason Sarge Purcell grabbed his six-string and
bailed the hell out of New Jersey four years ago. She's the fuel for every song he's ever written-each one laced
with bitter, hard-edged, hungry lust. Now, with his hugely successful band on temporary hiatus, Sarge is
determined to prove to Jasmine that he's turned into every inch the man she's always needed... Men are slim
pickings for a single factory girl in Hook, New Jersey...until tall, broad-shouldered hotness walks—or rather
storms—into Jasmine's life. Sarge's return shouldn't affect her this way. He's her best friend's much younger
brother, and the kind of rough, gritty, sexiness Jasmine has no right to taste for herself. Even if he lets her. But
lust is a blinding, insatiable force. And when it crashes, it will take both Sarge and Jasmine down with it... Each
book in the Made in Jersey series is STANDALONE: * Crashed Out * Thrown Down * Worked Up * Wound Tight
Unfolding Kiara-Mahi Mistry 2020-10-26 She shouldn’t have craved him to touch her, kiss her, and imagine his
ruggedly handsome face while touching herself. He shouldn’t have wanted her on her knees and imagine doing all
the filthy things to her and her body. It was wrong. He was a player and she was with someone else. But it was too
late. Kiara Sharma and Ethan Kane were once best friends and more than that, they were each other’s first kiss
and first love. Everyone knew they were inseparable, always laughing and joking. But all good things come to an
end. Now, six years later, they both are clashing together like two opposite magnets from two different worlds.
What will happen if the old flame isn’t subdued yet? What will happen if they’re attracted to each other, now more
than ever, and knows that their relationship is like a storm, it will happen too quickly and cause a lot of
destruction? Their desire towards each other is like a ticking bomb, they don’t know when it will explode and who
will fall first. Kiara or Ethan? But one thing is for sure - promises will break, tears will fall and so will Kiara’s
thong.
Stage- 1935
Her First African-Trevon Carter Ian is asked to visit a tribe near South Africa to help spread a religious message.
He brings his wife, Gwen along so that she can have a different experience in life. When the two arrive, Gwen is
stunned to see the statuesque bodies of the African tribesmen. More surprising for her is the powerful rods they
possess on their lower body. She and Ian are from the Deep South, where her parents forbade her from dating
anyone who was not white. Little did she know that skin color could cause such a size discrepancy with someone's
manhood. She's introduced to a female guide, Ada, who speaks basic English and notices that Gwen may not
experiencing the full pleasures a man can give. Ada starts Gwen on a path where once she's gone black, she won't
be able to go back...
The Stage- 1935
8 Hardcore Taboo Sex Stories-Stacy M. Moore 2019-05-22 8 hardcore and taboo sex stories for those who love
hardcore erotica
Plugged in-Patti M. Valkenburg 2017-01-01 Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers,
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and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14
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Taken in the Haunted House (Extreme Horror Erotica)-Ruby Winchester Sara has always had a special
relationship with the world of horror. The sight of monsters in her favorite movies turns her on far more than
anything in the human world. When she passes the crumbling mansion on the edge of town, she makes a wish to
see what's inside and something answers. What Sara finds inside are scenes from her most erotic dreams and her
most terrifying nightmares. WARNING: This 4,000+ word story contains graphic language and explicit
descriptions of pleasure between a woman and monsters from your deepest nightmares. Group fun and monster
lust fill these pages. Intended for MATURE AUDIENCES 18+ only!
Ryan-Dani René 2020-08-04 A second chance, friends to lovers romance by USA Today bestselling author, Dani
René. Ryan and Kierra have skirted around each other for years. Their feelings sparking each time they're
together, but a working relationship is always Kierra's focus. Keeping things professional is her excuse, but
there's something else she's hiding. Fear holding her back from admitting her feelings to Ryan. When Kierra goes
home for a family visit, Ryan does the one thing he's been wanting to do for years--follow her. When he lands in
Australia, he learns why Kierra has been pushing him away. Can her secret bring them closer together? Or will it
finally tear them apart?
Preach-K. Webster 2017-07-06 Ex-convict turned preacher. Bad girl with a messy past. He's tasked with helping
her find her way. She's lost in grief and self-doubt. Together they begin something innocent... Until it's not. His
freedom is at risk. Her heart won't survive another break. All rational thinking says they should stay away from
each other. But neither are very good at following the rules. A deep, dark craving. An overwhelming need. A burn
much hotter than any hell they could ever be condemned to. They have much to be forgiven for... ***Warning: This
is an insta-love TABOO romance novella. Only proceed if you can handle things outside the norm.*** ***Bonus
Story: A short bonus story is included at the end called Time Served for your enjoyment!***
The Poison Tree-Marwa Rakha 2008 The Poison Tree - planted and grown in Egypt is not a traditional novel; it
combines the techniques of blogging, journal-keeping, and formal writing while retaining one binding thought that
keeps the story together; poison is the fertile ground that I, and many other Middle Eastern women, was born
into; a poisoned culture nurtured my roots with suffocating traditions, taboos, and beliefs; poison runs through my
stem. I branched out and my branches carried me far away from the roots and the ground. I questioned the
tutoring of my conservative society and green leaves covered my bare branches. My tree bore its fruits; poisoned
fruits that were the poison of many who dropped dead next to the solid stubborn tree. This is a book about love,
marriage, divorce, sex, dating, virginity, adult dating, religion, shame, taboos, gender wars and fear that grew and
blossomed on my poison tree.
Totto-Chan-Tetsuko Kuroyanagi 2012-03-23 This engaging series of childhood recollections tells about an ideal
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school in Tokyo during World War II that combined learning with fun, freedom, and love. This unusual school had
old railroad cars for classrooms, and it was run by an extraordinary man-its founder and headmaster, Sosaku
Kobayashi--who was a firm believer in freedom of expression and activity. In real life, the Totto-chan of the book
has become one of Japan's most popular television personalities--Tetsuko Kuroyanagi. She attributes her success
in life to this wonderful school and its headmaster. The charm of this account has won the hearts of millions of
people of all ages and made this book a runaway bestseller in Japan, with sales hitting the 4.5 million mark in its
first year.
Huge Players-Stephanie Brother 2020-03-11 My five stepbrothers love playing games...and I'm their favorite
toy.When I fly cross-country, I'm expecting my dad to be at the airport to collect me. Instead, I'm faced with five
huge stepbrothers who've tripled in size since I last saw them. Jameson, Jessie, and Joshua are triplets with
wicked green eyes and bodies made for games. Their younger twin brothers, Kyle and Kameron are even bigger
with piercing blue eyes and thighs so thick I practically swoon.They're sexy as sin, but still the same assholes they
were when we were kids. All they care about is football and making my life a misery with their practical jokes and
snide comments. Then my friend Sara tells me I need to turn the tables. She encourages me to use my feminine
powers to distract them from their games. She tells me the rumors she's heard about them, huge things I
definitely don't want to know but keep me awake at night, aching.I'm not convinced until I give it a try and see the
filthy gleam in their eyes. It's definitely not the way they should be looking at their stepsister!Then I overhear Kyle
and Kameron talking. They have a secret that is about to turn this game upside down, but I'm playing to win,
whatever the cost.This is a standalone mega menage/reverse harem romance. It involves MMFMMM situations
with a very happy ever after ending. Well, there are five men involved! It's part of the Huge Series; standalone
romances with lots of HUGE goodness to link them all. Read in any order! No cliffhangers. No cheating.
Corrupted (Extreme Religious Horror Erotica, monster erotica, demon erotica)-Ruby Winchester When an angel
falls, they can’t always choose where they land. Seraphiel makes the choice to fall to Earth and live life as a
human. Instead she wakes up in the clutches of one of the Princes of Hell, Asmodeus - the demon of lust.
WARNING: This 5,000 word story contains graphic language explicit descriptions of sex between an innocent
angel and a demonic creature from your deepest nightmare. Religious kink and the deflowering of an innocent fill
these pages. Intended for MATURE AUDIENCES 18+ only!
Cybersecurity-Peter W. Singer 2014-03 Dependence on computers has had a transformative effect on human
society. Cybernetics is now woven into the core functions of virtually every basic institution, including our oldest
ones. War is one such institution, and the digital revolution's impact on it has been profound. The American
military, which has no peer, is almost completely reliant on high-tech computer systems. Given the Internet's
potential for full-spectrum surveillance and information disruption, the marshaling of computer networks
represents the next stage of cyberwar. Indeed, it is upon us already. The recent Stuxnet episode, in which Israel
fed a malignant computer virus into Iran's nuclear facilities, is one such example. Penetration into US government
computer systems by Chinese hackers-presumably sponsored by the Chinese government-is another. Together,
they point to a new era in the evolution of human conflict. In Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar: What Everyone Needs
to Know, noted experts Peter W. Singer and Allan Friedman lay out how the revolution in military cybernetics
occurred and explain where it is headed. They begin with an explanation of what cyberspace is before moving on
to discussions of how it can be exploited and why it is so hard to defend. Throughout, they discuss the latest
developments in military and security technology. Singer and Friedman close with a discussion of how people and
governments can protect themselves. In sum, Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar is the definitive account on the subject
for the educated general reader who wants to know more about the nature of war, conflict, and security in the
twenty-first century.
Dictionary of the British English Spelling System-Greg Brooks 2015-03-30 This book will tell all you need to know
about British English spelling. It's a reference work intended for anyone interested in the English language,
especially those who teach it, whatever the age or mother tongue of their students. It will be particularly useful to
those wishing to produce well-designed materials for teaching initial literacy via phonics, for teaching English as a
foreign or second language, and for teacher training. English spelling is notoriously complicated and difficult to
learn; it is correctly described as much less regular and predictable than any other alphabetic orthography.
However, there is more regularity in the English spelling system than is generally appreciated. This book
provides, for the first time, a thorough account of the whole complex system. It does so by describing how
phonemes relate to graphemes and vice versa. It enables searches for particular words, so that one can easily
find, not the meanings or pronunciations of words, but the other words with which those with unusual phonemegrapheme/grapheme-phoneme correspondences keep company. Other unique features of this book include
teacher-friendly lists of correspondences and various regularities not described by previous authorities, for
example the strong tendency for the letter-name vowel phonemes (the names of the letters ) to be spelt with those
single letters in non-final syllables.
After We Collided-Anna Todd 2014-11-25 Book 2 of the After series—newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's
After fanfiction racked up one billion reads online and captivated readers across the globe. Experience the
internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the writer Cosmopolitan called “the biggest literary
phenomenon of her generation.” Tessa has everything to lose. Hardin has nothing to lose...except her. AFTER WE
COLLIDED...Life will never be the same. #HESSA After a tumultuous beginning to their relationship, Tessa and
Hardin were on the path to making things work. Tessa knew Hardin could be cruel, but when a bombshell
revelation is dropped about the origins of their relationship—and Hardin’s mysterious past—Tessa is beside
herself. Hardin will always be...Hardin. But is he really the deep, thoughtful guy Tessa fell madly in love with
despite his angry exterior—or has he been a stranger all along? She wishes she could walk away. It’s just not that
easy. Not with the memory of passionate nights spent in his arms. His electric touch. His hungry kisses. Still,
Tessa’s not sure she can endure one more broken promise. She put so much on hold for Hardin—school, friends,
her mom, a relationship with a guy who really loved her, and now possibly even a promising new career. She
needs to move forward with her life. Hardin knows he made a mistake, possibly the biggest one of his life. He’s
not going down without a fight. But can he change? Will he change...for love?
Cuckolded By The Big Black Dom-Reagan Snow 2016-03-29 When I finally admitted to my wife that what I wanted
more than anything was to see her be taken by a bull, I didn’t know she’d pick him. I didn’t know she’d pick a
Dom who would make me feel inferior in every way. Would I learn to love being a cuckold and giving my wife (and
myself) over to this black Dom? Or would I rebel against this new life I only thought I wanted...
Easton-K. Webster 2017-08-29 A man who made countless mistakes. A woman with a messy past. He's tasked with
helping her find her way. She's lost in grief and self-doubt. Together they begin something innocent... Until it's
not. His freedom is at risk. Her heart won't survive another break. All rational thinking says they should stay away
from each other. But neither are very good at following the rules. A deep, dark craving. An overwhelming need. A
burn much hotter than any hell they could ever be condemned to. He'll give up everything for her... because
without her, he is nothing.
Forbidden Words-Keith Allan 2006-10-05 Many words and expressions are viewed as 'taboo', such as those used
to describe sex, our bodies and their functions, and those used to insult other people. This 2006 book provides a
fascinating insight into taboo language and its role in everyday life. It looks at the ways we use language to be
polite or impolite, politically correct or offensive, depending on whether we are 'sweet-talking', 'straight-talking'
or being deliberately rude. Using a range of colourful examples, it shows how we use language playfully and
figuratively in order to swear, to insult, and also to be politically correct, and what our motivations are for doing
so. It goes on to examine the differences between institutionalized censorship and the ways individuals censor
their own language. Lively and revealing, Forbidden Words will fascinate anyone who is interested in how and
why we use and avoid taboos in daily conversation.
Pretty Thing-J. A. Huss 2019-04-15 Pretty Thing is new sexy, brother's-best-friend romance filled with tender
moments, second chances, and steamy love scenes that will make you sigh with happiness when you turn the last
page!
Children's Palliative Care in Africa-Justin Amery 2009 Children's palliative care has developed rapidly as a
discipline, as health care professionals recognise that the principles of adult palliative care may not always be
applicable to children at the end of life. The unique needs of dying children are particularly evident across Africa,
where the scale of the problem is overwhelming and the figures so enormous that they are barely comprehensible.
Written by a group with wide experience of caring for dying childrenin Africa, this book provides practical,
realistic guidance on improving access to, and delivery of, palliative care in this demanding setting. It looks at the
themes common to palliative care - including communication, assessment, symptom management, psychosocial
issues, ethical dilemmas, end of lifecare, and tips for the professional on compassion and conservation of energy but always retains the focus on the particular needs of the health care professional in Africa. Whilst containing
some theory, the emphasis is on practical action throughout. It will provide health care professonals working in
Africa, and other resource-poor settings, with the confidence, knowledge, and capacity to improve care for the
terminally ill child in constrained and demanding environments.
Molly's Daily Kiss-Molly Moore 2013-11-01 An erotic novel
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Silent Lucidity-Tiffany Roberts 2019-05-28 She didn't ask to be abducted.She didn't ask to be torn away from her
simple, happy life on Earth.She didn't ask to become a pet to a powerful alien merchant.Abella hasn't allowed four
years of slavery to break her spirit, but after numerous failed escape attempts, the chances of making it home to
her family seem bleak. That is until she shares a passionate, forbidden dance with a silent stranger. His piercing
silvery eyes haunt her with a taste of hope. Intense, mysterious, and deadly, Tenthil may be the key to Abella's
freedom. But as she finds herself increasingly drawn to him, she realizes the truth--Tenthil has no intention of
taking her home. Will he be her salvation, or will she trade one master for another?----**Warning: This book
contains sexual content and violence.**
The Book of Love-Paolo Mantegazza 1917
Consumed-David Cronenberg 2014-09-30 “An eye-opening dazzler” (Stephen King) about a pair of globetrotting,
gore-obsessed journalists whose entanglement in a French philosopher’s death becomes a surreal journey into
global conspiracy from legendary filmmaker David Cronenberg. Stylish and camera-obsessed, Naomi and Nathan
thrive on the yellow journalism of the social-media age. Naomi finds herself drawn to the headlines surrounding a
famous couple, Célestine and Aristide, Marxist philosophers and sexual libertines. Célestine has been found dead,
and Aristide has disappeared. Police suspect him of killing her and consuming parts of her body. Yet Naomi sets
off to find him, and as she delves deeper into the couple’s lives, she discovers the news story may only skim the
surface of the disturbing acts they performed together. Journalist Nathan, meanwhile, is in Budapest
photographing the controversial work of an unlicensed surgeon named Zoltán Molnár, once sought by Interpol for
organ trafficking. After sleeping with one of Molnár’s patients, Nathan contracts a rare STD called Roiphe’s and
travels to Toronto, determined to meet the man who discovered the syndrome. Dr. Barry Roiphe, Nathan learns,
now studies his own adult daughter, whose bizarre behavior masks a devastating secret. These parallel narratives
become entwined in a gripping, dreamlike plot that involves geopolitics, 3-D printing, North Korea, the Cannes
Film Festival, cancer, and, in an incredible number of varieties, sex. Consumed is an exuberant, provocative debut
novel from one of the world’s leading film directors, a writer of “fierce sculptural intensity” (Jonathan Lethem,
The New York Times Book Review) who makes it “impossible to look away” (Publishers Weekly).
Taking Time: Business Vacation Turned Naughty-Lauren Fremont ADDITIONAL BOOKS INCLUDED INSIDE!!
WARNING: Mature Readers Only - This Book Contains Taboo Adult Content. Running a successful business is
tiring; Philip decides that after twenty years it’s time for a break. But he loves to look after his staff. Deciding to
close the place for one week will cost a considerable sum of money, as will paying for all of them to go on a
company vacation. But it may cost him more than he thinks. His secretary Faye has only been with him for six
months. She is smart, beautiful and young. She is also exceptionally good at keep him organized and taking care
of all the details; but only once they are on the plane do they realize there could be more to this than just an
employee / employer relationship. Upon arrival in Tenerife, the boundaries are gently explored; add a little drink
and a great first evening, and it doesn’t take long for the bed to call. As usual, the next day brings sobering
realities and difficult decisions. Faye is much younger than him and it is a cliché to hook up with his secretary, but
there seems to be something more below the surface. Will they be able to find the time to explore this path and
see where it really leads without damaging the company that Philip cares so much about? Just as things seem to
be working out Philip receives a visit from the past and discovers a sinister connection to the future. Ready for an
adventure? Secure Your Copy Today!
Creeping Beautiful-J. A. Huss 2020-02-11 McKAYI wasn't the one who broke her but I played my part. She came to
us when she was ten. I raised her. I loved her. I taught her how to survive in a world of evil men. But it wasn't
enough.ADAMI wasn't the one who saved her but I did my best.She needed me as much as I needed her. Bought
and paid for on the auction block. But not for the reasons you think. She was my weapon.DONOVANI wasn't the
one who lied to her but I hid her truth. She was broken before I got there. Wild and angry. Defiant and bratty. But
she trusted me most. She loved me best. So I set her free. Indie Anna Accorsi is a woman lost in her past. A pretty
little nightmare.A gorgeous piece of misery. A mess of lovely darkness.She is creeping beautiful. And now we want
her back.
His Young Unexpected Love-Dick B Long 2020-05-23 Alex Hawkins is on the top of his world. A rising junior at his
college, tall, handsome, and muscular, living free over his parent's garage in his own apartment, he has women
from eighteen to sixty wanting him. And now the woman he has lusted after for as long as he can remember is
coming to visit his parents. Life is perfect until Nita, a young woman enters his world and captures his heart.He
falls in love with her instantly, before he learns she is only eighteen. Taking Alex home after staying the night with
him in his apartment, he runs headlong into her beautiful, but all-controlling mother. To have his inexperienced
young love, he must wait until she is more mature and she insists he must refrain from sex with any woman
except her mother. Can he do it? Is she worth it? Only Alex can answer.
Her Savage Mountain Daddy-Madison Faye 2019-03-25 It's my job to protect her, my pleasure to possess her.This
little brat needs saving.What she'll get is a firm hand and a thick dose of discipline.What she'll get is a daddy.
There are three simple rules to the job: protect, keep safe, keep professional. The Marines and then life as a street
cop trained me for the first two....She's going to make me break the third.Nina's the sweet temptation I never saw
coming. Innocent, untouched...and in a lot of trouble with some very, very bad men after witnessing a crime she
wasn't supposed to see. Now, they want to hurt her. They want to take what's mine....Like h*ll is that
happening.Protecting her is my job, but once I get my hands on those sweet, soft curves, I know I'll break every
rule to keep her. Once I taste those lips as she begs me for more, and once I claim that innocence, there'll be no
going back.They want her? They'll have to go through me.Nina's going to be my everything and my undoing. She'll
be my sweet ruin.She'll be mine.And I'll destroy anyone who tries to take her from me.This is a standalone story.
The books in Blackthorn Mountain Men series can be read in any order.Please note: this book was previously
published as part of the USA Today bestselling "Daddy's Demands" anthology. This newer version is
approximately 40% longer, with additional scenes and a brand new epilogue for the enjoyment of both new and
previous readers. I hope you enjoy!Oh yeah, it's one of those types of books ;). Smutty, sweet, filthy, and packed
with insta-love, an utterly obsessed hero, and more growly alpha than you can shake a stick at. Get ready for a
wild ride! As with all my books, this one is safe, with no cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.
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Naughty Bits Part II-Joey W. Hill 2014-05-20 Madison may have ditched her well-ordered Boston life to run
Naughty Bits, her sister’s North Carolina lingerie shop... but she didn’t expect to throw herself into such
chaos—or to become intimate with the sexiest man she’s ever had the pleasure of meeting. After spending a night
observing a submissive’s training session, Madison is ready for Logan to teach her how to feed her own deep
fantasies—and get rid of all her lingering fears… Madison’s aching desire to submit is unlike anything Logan’s
ever experienced before, and he’s determined to be the man to make her relinquish control. Still, Logan’s unsure
if Madison is ready to take that first step to becoming his—until she shows up at his door ready to be commanded.
Luckily for them both, Logan’s got more than a few surprises up his sleeve that he knows she’ll enjoy… A
scorchingly hot new novella from the bestselling Joey W. Hill! For fans of Sylvia Day and Jaci Burton. "I can't tell
you how impressed I am with Hill's books. Okay, hotter than hell, yes, but but Hill manages to do more than
that....This is one hell of a writer" --Angela Knight, New York Times bestselling author "A+" --Smart Bitches
Trashy Books Don’t miss the next Naughty Bits novella, Bound to Please. Praise for the novels of Joey W. Hill:
“Blends the erotic and emotional perfectly...providing readers with a gorgeous romance.”—Joyfully Reviewed
"One of the best authors of erotic romance for a reason--her exceptional ability to bring together complex
characters along with gripping romances that revolve around the world of BDSM..." --Risque Reviews "Everything
Joey W. Hill writes just rocks my world." --Jaci Burton, New York Times bestselling author Joey W. Hill is the
author of the Knights of the Boardroom series, including Honor Bound and Controlled Response, the Vampire
Queen series, including Taken by the Vampire, and the stand alone novel, Unrestrained. Having received multiple
Top Reviewer Picks from RT Book Reviews, Night Owl Romance, ParaNormal Romance Reviews, TwoLips and
others, she has also been awarded the RT Book Reviews Career Achievement Award in Erotica.
Six Single Dads' Nanny-Nicole Casey 2020-01-05 I signed up for one, and guess how many I got?- SIX.Alright, girl.
Now, keep calm. They might be flirty, wild and irresistible, but they are still the Dads of the seven kids I now
babysit. What kids? You ask. Sorry. Allow me to start over. When I applied for the position for a nanny, I was for
real. I mean, I majored in Children Psychology, so I am damn serious. What I didn't expect, was that signing on for
one, had landed me SIX. That's SIX drop-dead gorgeous single dads, working with me day in and day out. The men
had formed the Single Dads' Club to 'shuffle' their dad duties with their children and had even taken to shuffling
their women. But I won't be their next target. Nope, I don't think so. I am taking care of the children, not the
dads. This can't happen. No matter how seductive they are. But with their deep voices and soul-penetrating eyes,
staying off Santa's naughty list just became so much harder. I need them to do filthy things to me. Fill me up, turn
me over and do whatever they have in mind to me. And when their little act of seduction turns into something
serious, we start to like one another a little too much. Perfect start to the holidays, huh? But when that one
anonymous letter was sent to my door, I couldn't take it any longer. I knew that good things don't come easy. I
was right. They have a HUGE secret, and it's going to ruin Christmas for everyone. Nicole's Note: Six Single Dads'
Nanny is a sizzling Reverse Harem love story filled with mystery, suspense, enough steam to melt the snow and
feel-good holiday sweetness. It's the fifth book in my Reverse Harem Romance series - Love by Numbers, but it
can be read as a standalone. You won't want to miss the holiday surprise at the end of the story! Love by Numbers
Series 2 Billionaires in Vegas 3 Bosses' Assistant 4 Ranchers' Bride 5 Mafia Captors' Virgin 6 Single Dads' Nanny
...to be continued
Hush Little Baby-Selena Kitt 2014-07-15 FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING & AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
SELENA KITT ------------------- Leslie’s ambivalent homecoming leaves her with a difficult decision-- her man or her
new baby? Up until now, Leslie has repeated a family pattern of making a series of bad life choices and she
understands now more than ever how hard it is. But when Leslie chooses her man over everything else, she finds
herself bursting with more than just anticipation at her new life, and she eases the painful pressure of losing her
nursling by offering her lover her bounty when her cups runneth over.
Naughty Bits-Joey W. Hill 2015-01-06 THE COMPLETE NOVEL To better serve the customers of her lingerie shop,
Madison must explore the pleasures of giving up control... After inheriting her sister’s North Carolina lingerie
shop, Naughty Bits, Madison jumps at the chance to dump her boring finance career and try her luck down South.
But even before Madison can settle in, she catches the attention of the owner of the neighboring hardware store.
Sexually dominant Logan Scott recognizes a submissive when he sees one. And what he sees, he wants. He
presents her with three very tempting gifts—handcuffs, erotic cards, and an open invitation to start her sexual
training. She has to accept. After all, how can she hope to sell fantasies to lingerie customers without embracing
her own? Now, she’s about to discover just how far her fantasies can take her—and how far Logan will go to make
every one of them come true. "A+" --Smart Bitches Trashy Books
Masters of the Shadowlands-Cherise Sinclair 2013-02 Contemporary BDSM erotic romance "(contains Club
Shadowlands & Dark Citadel)" CLUB SHADOWLANDS Her car disabled during a tropical storm, Jessica Randall
discovers the isolated house where she's sheltering is a private bondage club. At first shocked, she soon becomes
aroused watching the interactions between the Doms and their subs. But she's a professional woman--an
accountant--and surely isn't a submissive . . . is she? Master Z hasn't been so attracted to a woman in years. But
the little sub who has wandered into his club intrigues him. She's intelligent. Reserved. Conservative. After he
discovers her interest in BDSM, he can't resist tying her up and unleashing the passion she hides within. DARK
CITADEL After Kari breaks up with her date during Beginner's Night at Club Shadowlands, she's given the option
to continue with an experienced dominant. Despite her steamy fantasies about BDSM, the inexperienced
schoolteacher plans to simply observe. Yet under the unyielding hands of Master Dan, she not only participates,
but gives him everything he asks for. There is nothing she can hide from him. Not her passion...or her love. Still
mourning the death of his wife, Master Dan avoids getting involved with women and he never takes a sub twice.
But this modest little beginner is such a sweetie, one night is far from enough. As he plumbs her responses, taking
her ever deeper into the world of BDSM, the gentle submissive begins to show him how barren his life has
become and what a dark citadel he's made of his heart. During their three nights together, the teacher will learn
to submit...can she teach the master to love?
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